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Biography
Laura Hunter utilizes her familiarity with challenges in
the health care industry to advise clients on navigating
the complex regulatory requirements of federal health
care programs.
She helps companies with obtaining coverage and
reimbursement for their products and services,
developing prudent compliance systems, and
defending against wide-ranging government
investigations. Laura is an authority on topics such as
the meaningful use program, HIPAA and state health
care privacy laws, state pharmaceutical transparency
and marketing laws, and Medicare value-based
payment programs. Her knowledge of these topics
allows her to create pragmatic solutions to build
compliance programs from the ground up, conduct
internal audits to strengthen compliance frameworks,
and develop sophisticated responses to government
enforcement actions.
Her clients span the health care industry, including
drug and device manufacturers, managed care plans,
health information technology companies, and other
health care providers.
Laura received her J.D. from the New York University
School of Law, where she served as an Executive Editor
on the Journal of Legislation and Public Policy. As a
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new protections for value-based arrangements
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